Lecture 18: Parallelism

CS4787 — Principles of Large-Scale Machine Learning Systems

So far we've been talking about optimization algorithms to train machine learning models efficiently, and ways that we can use statistical subsampling to make them more efficient. We made repeated use of the first two principles of scalable machine learning I outlined in the first lecture:

- Principle #1: Make it easier to process a large dataset by processing a small random subsample instead.
- Principle #2: Write your learning task as an optimization problem, and solve it via fast algorithms that update the model iteratively.

In the rest of the class, we're going to focus more on the third principle:

- Principle #3: Use algorithms that fit your hardware, and use hardware that fits your algorithms.

In order to apply this principle, we need to first understand: what does modern hardware look like? Since this class doesn’t assume any background in computer architecture, I'm going to quickly present some basics here.

A brief history of computer architecture.

For most of the history of computing, CPUs dominated the market for general-purpose computing. These chips worked by repeatedly performing the following operation:

- Load an instruction from memory.
- According to the instruction, perform some single computation on some data (either in memory or in registers on the chip).
  - For example, in x86 an “add $10, %eax” instruction would add the number 10 to the number currently stored in the integer register eax.
- Update the instruction pointer to point to the next instruction, or somewhere else if a jump occurred.

These CPUs were made from transistors, and Moore's law dictated that the number of transistors that could be put on a chip (of fixed size) would double roughly every 18 months. Most of the history of computer architecture is about using those extra transistors to make CPUs compute this simple instruction-evaluation loop faster. There are a couple of ways this was done.

The simplest way was increasing the clock speed. CPUs (and most other integrated circuits) are driven by a clock which controls how fast digital computations are performed. By increasing the speed of the clock, circuits could compute the same operations more quickly.

- Limitation: the computations do take some amount of time to perform. If you raise the clock speed too high, the chip starts performing the next computation before the previous computation is complete, and could be using garbage inputs.
- Limitation: as the clock speed increases, so does the power used by the chip. If you raise the clock
speed too high, the chip could melt.

Another classical way to make CPUs faster was computing multiple instructions at the same time a.k.a. “in parallel.” The main idea: if I have two adjacent instructions like “add $10, %eax” (which adds 10 to the eax register) and “mul $3, %edx” (which multiplies the eax register by 3), I can compute them in parallel since they don’t depend on each other. By taking advantage of this so-called instruction-level parallelism (ILP) CPUs could use the extra transistors they got from Moore’s law to run multiple independent instructions at the same time, which increased the overall speed at which instructions could be computed.

- Limitation: there is a finite amount of instruction-level parallelism available within any section of a program, so there’s an upper limit on how fast ILP can make our programs.

The above two methods of making programs run faster work without any changes to the program code (although ILP can be facilitated by a compiler that optimizes for it). But additional performance is possible from using specialized instructions that enable new types of parallelism. One of the most popular techniques of this type is single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) instructions. These instructions perform multiple operations (usually arithmetic operations) in parallel at the same time.

An example of SIMD. An ordinary floating-point ADD instruction takes two 32-bit registers \( x \) and \( y \) as input, each one of which holds a single-precision floating point number. The instruction computes the sum of those numbers \( x + y \), and stores the result in a third register. A SIMD ADD instruction takes two 256-bit registers as input, each of which holds eight single-precision floating-point numbers. That is, bits 0–31 of each register store the first floating point number \((x_0 \text{ and } y_0)\), bits 32–63 store the second \((x_1 \text{ and } y_1)\), et cetera. The SIMD instruction computes the sum of each corresponding pair of numbers in the registers, i.e. it computes \(x_0 + y_0, x_1 + y_1, \ldots, x_7 + y_7\), and it stores the eight results in another 256-bit register. We can also think of a SIMD instruction as operating on a vector of eight numbers; for this reason, SIMD instructions are often called vector instructions. Takeaway from this example: with one instruction, the SIMD ADD has done eight times as much work as the ordinary ADD instruction.

SIMD instructions are particularly useful for dense, predictable numerical computations. We need to do lots of these computations in machine learning: for example, matrix multiplies. And you’ve already seen SIMD in action: it’s used in the numpy and TensorFlow libraries that you’ve used for the programming assignments.

For a long time, computer scientists enjoyed a constant rate of speedups as clock frequencies increased and architectures improved from year to year. Unfortunately, this couldn’t last forever. In 2005, Herb Sutter announced to the world in his famous article that “The Free Lunch is Over.” The cause: the end of frequency scaling for CPUs. In the mid-2000s, clock frequencies had hit a power wall where simply too much heat was being generated to dissipate through the physical medium of the chip. On the other hand, Moore’s law was still going strong: the number of transistors we could put on a chip was still increasing, but we just couldn’t use them to make the chip directly faster anymore.

To address this, processor vendors turned towards multicore computing. A multicore chip has two semi-independent CPUs running in parallel on a single chip. These CPU cores have their own local state and run their own instruction-evaluation loop. Multiple CPU cores on a multicore chip can collaborate together to compute some tasks more quickly. This collaboration is enabled by a shared memory model in which the same address in memory points to the same data on all the cores on a chip—this lets the cores reference, read, and write the same data just as a single-core CPU would.

The parallel capabilities of a multicore chip are usually made available to programmers through a threading abstraction. A program can create multiple “threads” each of which runs concurrently, hopefully (if the OS decides to schedule them in this way) in parallel on the different cores of the chip. One important
variant of multicore technology is **hyperthreading**, in which two or more threads are run in parallel on the same CPU core (as opposed to on different cores on the same chip). Since hyperthreaded threads aren’t actually running on different CPUs, but instead are sharing the resources of a single CPU, they will generally run much slower than threads running on different cores would (but still, ideally, achieve more than a single thread running on that core would).

Another important variant of multicore technology involves multiple CPUs chips running on a single motherboard. Such a system usually still has a shared memory model among all the CPUs, but now has **non-uniform memory access** (NUMA): while a CPU chip can address data on or nearby another CPU, the cost of accessing that memory will be higher than the cost of accessing local memory.

Nowadays even Moore’s law is looking like it’s going to end soon. We’re running into fundamental limits of how small a transistor can be. So the exponential increase in the computing capabilities of a single chip will, eventually, end. How can we continue to scale as this happens? One answer **distributed computing**: use multiple independent chips running on different computers.

- From a programmer’s perspective, the distinction between multicore and distributed computing is that there’s no shared memory model: communication between different worker machines usually needs to be done explicitly.
- From a performance perspective, the distinction is that in a distributed setting, communication between different workers is relatively costly (i.e. it has a high latency).

So these are the tools for parallelism that are available to us for use on current hardware. And we can use these tools to substantially speed up our programs, although to use most of them, the programs need to be written to explicitly take advantage of these parallel resources. Still, there’s a catch: for most programs, only part of the program is **parallelizable**, so even in the limit of a large number of parallel workers the performance will eventually be bottlenecked by the “serial component,” the part that can’t be parallelized (i.e. either inherently sequential computation or overhead from the parallelism). This is formalized in **Amdahl’s law**. Amdahl’s law states that if a program has a non-parallelizable component that takes up a fraction $s$ of the time for it to run on a serial machine, then the speedup that will result from running it on a parallel machine with $m$ workers will be

$$speedup = \frac{1}{s + \frac{1-s}{m}}.$$

Amdahl’s law gives us a rough idea of how much speedup we can expect from running something in parallel.

**Summary: four types of parallelism common on CPUs.**

- **Instruction level parallelism (ILP):** run multiple instructions simultaneously.
- **Single-instruction multiple-data parallelism (SIMD):** a single special instruction operates on a vector of numbers.
- **Multi-thread parallelism:** multiple independent worker threads collaborate over a shared-memory abstraction.
- **Distributed computing:** multiple independent worker machines collaborate over a network.

...and programs need to be written to take advantage of these parallel features of the hardware.
What does this mean for machine learning?

In order to optimize the ML pipeline, we need to reason about how we can best use parallelism at each stage. Since we’ve been talking about training for most of the class, let’s look at how we can use these types of parallelism to accelerate training an ML model.

**Using parallelism to make linear algebra fast.** We can get a major boost in performance by building linear algebra kernels (e.g. matrix multiplies, vector adds, et cetera) that use parallelism to run fast. Since matrix multiplies represent most of the computation of training a deep neural network, this can result in a major end-to-end speedup of the training pipeline. This mostly involves ILP and SIMD parallelism, and (for larger matrices) it can also use multi-threading.

**Using parallelism within an iteration of SGD.** What can we parallelize within a single iteration of SGD?

**Using parallelism in hyperparameter optimization.** What opportunities are there to use parallelism to speed up hyperparameter optimization? What types of parallelism in the hardware are possible to use for these opportunities?

**Using parallelism elsewhere in the ML pipeline.** Where else in the ML pipeline can we use parallelism to improve performance?

**Takeaway: there's lots of opportunities to help machine learning scale by using parallelism.** Existing ML frameworks do a lot of this automatically for common tasks like deep learning training, and we’ll talk about how they do it, as well as about other more advanced ways of using parallelism, in the next lecture.